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Today: Reform and Review

Two goals:

1) Apply ideas from course to understand legislative battle
2) Review the most important material for final

Review:

- There could be material on the final not covered today
- **Explicitly** prepared slides to help prepare

Colin will hold a review session, I’ll be available for questions via email/gchat (justin.grimmer@gmail.com)/meeting...
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Arguments for reform
- Rising costs of health care in US (spiraling costs)
- Medicaid, Medicare need money
- Insurance provisions are hindering growth

Health care reform is gridlocked
2008 Presidential campaign:
- Candidates state need to reform
- Candidate Obama: “Now is the time to finally keep the promise of affordable, accessible health care for every single American ”

Feb 24th, 2009:
Obama “health care reform cannot wait”
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What Happens Now: Implementation and Legal Challenges

Implementation: This legislation requires serious bureaucratic work

- Creates principal-agent problems
  - Principal: Congress
  - Agent: Bureaucrats
  - Concern: will deviate from principals intent (overzealous IRS agents, administration of medicare and death panels)

- Asymmetric information:
  - Bureaucrats always know more than principals
  - Implies that Congress will have difficulty controlling Congress

- To overcome information, Congress conducts monitoring
  - Explicit monitor (police patrols)
    - Members of Congress conduct hearings/investigations into what bureaucrats are doing
  - Implicit monitoring (fire alarms)
    - Set up systems so that constituents report problems with the bureaucracies
Real Constitutional questions in health care reform law
Attorney Generals: state sovereignty
Citizens: Necessary and Proper Clause, Commerce Clause

- Current challenges in district courts
- When the legislation reaches the supreme court, we might suppose that there are three possible ways justices could decide
  1) jurisprudence: based on a careful reflection on case law
  2) attitudinal model: justices vote their preferences
  3) separation of power model: justices vote, conditional on the reaction of the public (real question about what is going on)
Political Power

Who is powerful here? (Obama, Pelosi, Republicans, Pivots)?
How does it manifest?
What are the roles of political parties in reform?
How will Congress limit bureaucratic power?